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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the contemporary world there are many new computer games on the mar-
ket every day. The constant technological advancement gives programmers
more time to concentrate on the behaviour of artificial entities in the envi-
ronment of the game. This makes it possible for the entities of the virtual
world to behave in more realistic and entertaining way. This advancement
and pressure of competition takes great place in creation of a new ways to
simulate such a behaviour.

I believe that the research on artificial inteligence and decision making al-
gorithms, that are now being emplyed mostly in the computer games virtual
worlds can, in the future, shift towards more useful applications in the real
world. The potential of such applications in various different fields makes it
very interesting background for this work.

1.1 Goal of this thesis

The goal of this thesis is to compare two different approaches on program-
ming artificial intelligence on practical level. Programming artificial intelli-
gence via use of state machine and via implementation of the hierarchical
reactive planning algorithm, which are the most common approaches. I also
briefly mention other, less frequently used approaches in Section 2.10. My
goal is to point out the similarities and the distinctions between them and
also to uncover drawbacks and potentials of both of the approaches. I also
try to generalize knowledge about both solutions, emphasizing the potential
of use in other similar projects. This thesis also describes remedies to some
of the drawbacks, which have been identified while implementing AI into the
BJS computer game.
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1.2 Thesis structure

The structure of the thesis is as follows: In the Chapter 2 I explain the term
artificial inteligence in the context of computer games and the problems that
computer controlled bots have to solve in different kinds of enviroments with
the focus on the enviroment of the computer game BJS. I also describe how
are these problems solved in the existing implementations and literature. In
chapter 3 I describe advantages of scripting languages in general and explain
why I decided to use the scripting language Lua for my implementation. In
chapter 4 I reveal some details of the implementation and in the last chapter
5 I conclude this thesis and suggest ways how to extend and improve this
work in the future.
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Chapter 2

Theoretic background of AI
development

2.1 Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) is often believed by some people to be a great
machine which has the ability to think on its own. Rather than that, in
computer games it is intelligence viewed as a recreating part of a real world
intelligence by machines. Artificial intelligence in this sense imitates be-
haviour of humans, animals and other entities which are modelled. The ar-
tificial intelligence also refers to branch of computer science which aims to
create artificial intelligent behaviour. [10]

Use of AI is wider than in the computer games. It is being used in
other areas where might arise an unpredicted situation or there is need for
an automatic decisions which can not be exactly computed. Such applica-
tions include: medical diagnosis, stock trading, robot control, web search
engines[10], autonomous vehicles, pattern recognition or advanced user in-
terfaces (like PEGASUS which is spoken language interface with database
of American Airlines reservation system)

This variety of uses puts great strain on AI developers to create better
and better intelligence, simulating more and more aspects of human or an-
imal intelligence. This gave birth of many sub-branches of AI in computer
science. The branches include:

• Deduction, reasoning and problem solving. This is ability to find solu-
tions to puzzles, board games make good decisions in situations with
an incomplete information and cope with situations unforeseen by AI.
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• Knowledge representation. As some problems require large quantum
of knowledge it is desirable to have an ability to represent knowledge
unforeseen by programmers at the time of programming. Connections
between knowledge bits and even knowledge about knowledge, or in
other words what people know about what other people know.

• Planning. To plan something AI needs a prediction of future events
and setting goals to prepare for them. This requires some ability to
predict result in world (virtual or in some cases real) changes. Also
it needs ability to evaluate predicted values of choices which can be
made.

• Learning is ability to simulate patterns seen in outside world (virtual
or real). This could be supervised learning or unsupervised learning.
In supervised learning some patterns are given for a machine to learn
on. Situations could teach machine what to do or what not to do.
This is done by machine having positive outcome from situation when
chosen desirable action or negative outcome when chosen action does
not match acceptable actions. In unsupervised learning, machine given
stream of input finds patterns on it’s own.

• Social intelligence is ability to predict actions of others by understand-
ing their emotions. It also includes recognition of emotions and ability
to model emotions by machine.

There are more sub-branches not mentioned above like Creativity (to cre-
ate new things or perform actions in the way never introduced to AI), Percep-
tion (recognition) and motion and manipulation (used mostly in robotics).
For more details on different AI branches consult [10].

2.2 Gaming AI

In games AI is needed to be entertaining and realistic. As such AI must be
able to perform human like actions, to even make false errors in their deci-
sions, to produce result, that is sometimes described as believable stupidity.
Nobody wants AI that wins all the time and nobody wants AI that looses
half of the time just because it has been doing nothing to lower its perfor-
mance. It is more or less desired form AI to perform in such a way that good
results in game-play is achieved by simulating as intelligent behaviour as it
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is possible and doing this superior way (rendering it unbeatable if only this
actions are performed). It has to perform deliberate actions making it look
even more human like and less superior. For instance tripping on piece of
wood in forest in some FPS, imitating panic attack, or do some unwisely ex-
pensive action like run around some large obstacle to prove to enemy, that
he can be surprised and beaten in many ways (even though if has better
chance of winning if attacking directly). This is the behaviour that many
computer game players may say ”wow” about.

2.3 Animat

Traditionally, AI is viewed as a code fragment that manipulates data. These
small programs are generally known as agents. Older AI agents used to
manipulate data directly. This hard-wired direct accessing of the data made
program less flexible, less manageable and less efficient. It was also a great
problem to manage larger and more complicated AI systems [2].

Latest desire for a more intelligent behaviour forced new approaches for
programming of AI agents to appear. Modern approaches lie in separating
AI program from the rest of the application, making it interact only by
methods not altering any data by itself. This corresponds better with real
world where some being kicks, grabs or speaks to some other being or object
in the virtual world rather then magically altering structure of somebody’s
leg so it hurts or altering everybody’s minds so they hear what it wanted to
say. Such AI takes form of a virtual body. This body can interact with the
rest of virtual world only by means of limited number of chosen ways. The
programmer has to identify a limited set of events (those that represent a
stimulations in the modelled enviroment), and AI may react only to those
events. As an AI agent takes form of a virtual body we speak about embodied
AI systems.

Animats are an essentially synthetic creatures that live within a virtual
environment and are embodied. That means that no central computation is
required but rather AI acts in reaction to the environment. Moreover, it is
expected from an intelligent animat to be able to adapt to different kinds
of environments it was originally not meant for. This is only possible to be
independent from the rest of the code and interacting only by it’s interface
which describes attributes of it’s body.

Separating code of animat from rest of game code makes it easier to
maintain both AI code and game-AI interface. Animat is modelled more like
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it would behave in the real word. This leaves less behaviour to be imitated
and thus AI needs less work to behave in more believable manner. Consult
[2] for more detail on this matter.

2.4 Pathfinding

Pathfinding is an algorithm for moving across a virtual (or real) world. The
ultimate goal of a pathfinding algorithm is to find a way between two given
points on the map. As many artificial intelligences need capability of moving
this is basic ability which is used in many more complicated actions as attack
manoeuvres or searching for additional resources.

Pathfinding may deal with various kinds of problems. For example search-
ing for a path on various surfaces with different properties. If it is slower for
Animat to move across slippery surface, as he slips frequently, it may be wise
to choose longer path in respect to distance but shorter in respect to time.
On the other hand some areas may be considered risky to cross. Patfinding
has to decide if such areas should not be avoided, even if it is shorter in
distance and time to cross.

A second example of problem for pathfinding to cope with, is the prob-
lem of moving obstacles. Pathfinding algorithm may create a valid path for
Animat to move by at a time but moving obstacle may block it in the next
moment, leaving Animat to perform unwanted behavior.

Moving across map is often managed using navigational points. In this
work I will refer to them as to nodes or pathfinding nodes. Nodes for
pathfinding purposes are not build in maps. They have to be added for
pathfinding algorithm to work with. Various node placement systems will
be discussed later in this chapter. Let’s assume for now that they are there
and that each such node has a defined set of neighbours.

There are algorithms that do not need navigational information in sense
of nodes. Material [6] refers to a technique for pathfinding which relies on
weighted nodes, which are different from nodes described earlier. Each mov-
ing object is surrounded by array of sensors. In basic version there are 5
sensors for each cardinal direction and one at the center of the moving
object. Those nodes check for elements of attraction and repulsion. They
immediately acts giving impulse to move away from or towards detected ob-
ject. This very simple pathfinding algorithm gives surprisingly good results
for variety of specific uses. For example it can produce very good results if
used with various parts of human figurine making them dodge objects flying
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towards them without needing to move the whole body, or for example mov-
ing shoulders when close to other figurines so they do not hit each other. It
is also very lightweight and therefore very well suited for use in devices with
limited computational power as cell phones or hand held gaming systems.
Other benefit of this algorithm is that it behaves dynamically avoiding even
moving obstacles. The disadvantage is that this algorithm can not really
find passable way in namy circumstances. For example in more static and
complex environments it is very likely that this algorithm gets stuck between
some repulsion objects. After acquiring equilibrium it will stop moving. It
also never gets to goal position if it is close to some repulsion object. See
section Simple, Cheap Pathfinding in [6] for more information.

Pathfinding has to choose the adequate pathfinding nodes representing
starting and end position. After that, it has to find chain of nodes starting
at starting node and ending at a goal node.

As pathfinding nodes establish a graph, any graph search algorithm can
find path from the start node to the end node. But for intelligent AI any
path is obviously not good enough. For AI to appear intelligent it is needed
to chose the shortest path. Basic Bellman-Ford algorithm or Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm can do the job.

In pathfindig, the speed of algorithm is usually a concern. Even relatively
fast algorithm when running simultaneously for hundred or more entities in
real time game may significantly affect the game performance. Pathfinding
proved to be one of the bottlenecks for speed of computation when program-
ming the game AI. Most common algorithm in the existing implementations
is the A* algorithm. It suits it’s task so well above any other possible choices
that there is only small number of solutions using other algorithms usually
in specific conditions as one mentioned above.

2.5 A* algorithm

A* is an algorithm for search for the shortest path on specific (planar)
graphs. It will find the shortest path, if one exists, and will do so relatively
quickly - which is what sets it apart from the others. It is directed algorithm,
meaning that it do not blindly search for path (like a rat in a maze), but
instead assesses the best direction to explore, sometimes backtracking to try
alternative means.[6]

Cost represent all attributes of moving by the path taken into consid-
eration. For example cost should reflect time of moving on surface under a
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given node if the speed is anticipated as well as it should reflect the pitch of
a slope if it affects the moving speed. This should be done in such a manner
that smaller cost means better path. Each node then contains three main at-
tributes commonly called f,g and h, sometimes referred to as the fitness,goal
and heuristic values, respectively.[6] Those represent costs of moving to as-
signed node.

Figure 2.1: A* search process (dashed path depicts straightforward search by
heuristics and dotted path backtracking from already searched point towards
goal point).

• The attribute g is the cost of getting from starting node to this node.[6]

• The attribute h is estimated cost of getting from this node to the goal.
In this setting, h stands for heuristic and means educated guess, since
we do not really know the cost.[6]

• The attribute f represents our best guess for the cost of the path going
through the node. It is the equal to the sum of g and h. [6]
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A* itself is a modification of Dijkstra’s algorithm which is algorithm
searching for shortest path in graphs.

It maintains two lists, an Open list and a Closed list.[6] Open list contains
nodes that have not been searched by the algorithm and Closed list contains
nodes already searched by the algorithm. In this case, searching through a
node means that it was removed from Open list, all it’s neighbours had their
values f , g and h computed and were placed to the Open list.

Figure 2.2: A* search process (dashed path depicts straightforward search
and dotted area depicting backtracking flood).

This distinguishes three groups of nodes. Those not yet on any list. None
of its neighbours have been searched. Those on the Open list, meaning that
some of their neighbours have been searched but they themselves have not
been searched from any node on Closed list.
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Now let us look at A* broken down into pseudo-code:

f unc t i on A∗( s t a r t , goa l )
% The s e t o f nodes a l r eady eva luated .

c l o s e d s e t := the empty s e t
% The s e t o f t e n t a t i v e nodes to be eva luated .

openset := s e t conta in ing the i n i t i a l node
% Distance from s t a r t a long optimal path .

g s c o r e [ s t a r t ] := 0
h s co r e [ s t a r t ] := h e u r i s t i c e s t o f d i s t a n c e ( s ta r t , goa l )

% Estimated t o t a l d i s t ance from s t a r t to goa l through y .
f s c o r e [ s t a r t ] := h s co r e [ s t a r t ]
while openset i s not empty

x := the node in openset having the lowest f s c o r e [ ] va lue
i f x = goa l

return r e con s t ruc t pa th ( came from , goa l )
remove x from openset
add x to c l o s e d s e t
f o r each y in ne ighbor nodes ( x )

i f y in c l o s e d s e t
continue

t e n t a t i v e g s c o r e := g s c o r e [ x ] + d i s t be tween (x , y )
t e n t a t i v e i s b e t t e r := f a l s e
i f y not in openset

add y to openset
h s co r e [ y ] := h e u r i s t i c e s t i m a t e o f d i s t a n c e (y , goa l )
t e n t a t i v e i s b e t t e r := true

e l s e i f t e n t a t i v e g s c o r e < g s c o r e [ y ]
t e n t a t i v e i s b e t t e r := true

i f t e n t a t i v e i s b e t t e r = true
came from [ y ] := x
g s c o r e [ y ] := t e n t a t i v e g s c o r e
f s c o r e [ y ] := g s c o r e [ y ] + h s co r e [ y ]

return f a i l u r e

func t i on r e con s t ruc t pa th ( came from , current node )
i f came from [ current node ] i s s e t

p = recon s t ruc t pa th ( came from , came from [ current node ] )
return (p + current node )

else
return the empty path
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This pseudo-code of A* algorithm has been taken from [9].
The time complexity of the algorithm in the worst case is is the same as for

the Dijkstra’s algorithm O(m + n ∗ log(n)) where m is the number of edges and n
is number of vertices in the graph. However, in practical use the number of steps
can be as small as the length of the shortest path. This occurs often in large open
areas of the map, where heuristic never fails.

2.6 Underlying node structure

A* algorithm works in the terms of pathfinding nodes and costs. As the cost rep-
resents difficulty of moving between the two neighbouring nodes it can be viewed
at as a weight of the graph edge. We speak about those terms as about search
space in which pathfinding algorithms like A* work. As the pathfinding nodes and
costs describe attributes of graph we will look upon the search space as upon a
graph. When speaking about the search space we must take into consideration
the memory consumption and the performance of the pathfinding as a choice of
the search space influences both of them. There are three attributes of the search
space (graph) which need consideration:

• Density of nodes (vertices of graph).

• System of costs.

• Pattern in which the nodes are arranged.

Given a world to perform pathfinding on, density of the pathfinding nodes
affects the number of nodes to be placed on the world map. More nodes in search
space mean more nodes to search, thus it results in slower search and greater
memory consumption. Therefore we can say that the smaller number of nodes
means faster search with less memory usage. Too small number of pathfinding
nodes, on the other hand, may mean that the world is not described with enough
precision (pathfinding nodes may not hit smaller obstacles, which makes them
invisible for the pathfinding algorithm, etc.).

There are various patterns in which the pathfinding nodes may be arranged.
One way is placing then in regular grid of squares, hexagons, rectangles or tri-
angles. Grid patterns provide game developer with random-access lookup in the
constant time. On the other hand, grids usually use more pathfinding nodes, than
some of the more advanced node placement algorithms, and that may slow down
the search.

Another solution is a corner graph. For a corner graph representation, it is
sufficient to identify the convex corners and place pathfinding nodes near them.
Nodes will be connected if it is possible to move between them in a straight line.
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The corner graph solution uses much less nodes but almost always generates sub-
optimal graphs as shown on Figure 2.3. Optimization of this path requires an
expensive line testing.

Figure 2.3: Corner graph and one found path.

Third mentioned solution is waypoint-based search space representation. This
representation is better for tight spaces on maps but it does not perform good at
pathdinding on larger areas of the map. This representation also requires hand
tuning which may prove to be more expensive in time and cost of development,
than to use another representation. Some optimization are available for this rep-
resentation. Circle waypoint graph is an attempt to decrease the number of edges
in the waypoint graph in large areas. This circular graph better performs on open
areas but it is not as good in smaller spaces. There are promising hybrid im-
plementations using circular graph at open areas and waypoint graph at tighter
ones.

There are other ways to represent the search space, those include space-filling
volumes method, navigation mashes and hierarchical representations which use
two or more levels of pathfinding (there is separate pathfinding done for each
node of higher pathfinding level).

The third attribute of the search space is the cost system. The cost system
must reflect all attributes of a terrain needed to calculate the best path. The
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best in this case may have more then one meaning. For some AI, best may mean
the shortest in distance. For other, it may mean the shortest with respect to the
travel time and for other, it means something else. For most of uses it is some
combination of several demands on the path. For example, let us say that we are
searching for the path for fire dragon. It does not like to walk on ice. It takes him
twice as much time because his movement slows due to the cold environment. He
is also too big to get through the building doors so he can not cross a building.
And it is necessary for it to get to the goal position as fast as possible. The good
cost function for this dragon would probably look like this: Count the distance
between nodes. Multiply it by two if there is an ice surface close to one of the
nodes. Finally if one of the nodes is inside a building make cost to move that way
to be infinity (or in other words, consider this connection of nodes not existing
for the purposes of dragon’s pathfinding).

2.7 Moving by a path

Animat has ability to find a path marked by map nodes. It must be able to follow
it. This is seemingly straightforward task. It just moves forward and if next node
on path is more to the right or left it turns that way. This is for most cases not
the right way to do it.

Animat can not usually get to the precise position on the map. Besides it is
not desirable for animat to stop for longer time to assume precise position on each
node. We have to define constant that marks circles around every node. If animat
gets inside this circle it is considered that given node has been reached. Again
as with distance of neighbour pathfinding nodes we have to be somewhat careful,
otherwise animat may miss the goal of a movement, or get stuck on one place as
described earlier.

The second concern is the inertia of an animat body. If the animat moves
along some obstacle for some time, gaining top speed, and then path quickly
turns another way, inertia may force animat further from path then desired. It
may mean that animat gets in a position where there is an obstacle between it
and the next node, hitting the obstacle and getting stuck in one place.

Technique called string pulling solves this kind of problems in pathfinding.
String pulling is a way to optimize found path by leaving out nodes that are not
needed. If there is direct path between node before and node after particular node,
this middle node can by removed from the path. This soothes path to some level
and also makes it shorter.

Another technique makes spline out of path smoothing is much more avoiding
animat to move with pause for turn on each node.
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2.8 State machine AI logic

State machine AI logic is a set of techniques which capture state of simulated
object and incorporate actions according to that given state. It has many uses,
as it is a very general approach and many computer applications need some sort
of state based decisions. State machines in AI logic are usually looked upon as
a solution not advisable in modern computer games AI. However, it is still very
common solution as it is simple for small number of states and can solve very
general problems, AI is used in.

State machines usually look in code like some simple switch statement. This
brings up several problems. When state code is entered, there is no way to tell,
whether it is entered for the first time and weather it should be initialized. It
is hard to keep track of what had executed at runtime and it is hard to catch
bugs like infinite switching between the two states. It is also very easy to make
programming errors that are hard to detect, like leaving out one break statement
in C code switch statement.

Managing a state machine is also a problem. Keeping track of conditions to
switch between large number of states is programmers nightmare. This simple
solution is therefore applicable only to limited use.

However, there are many improvements, that can be done to the state machine
concept. First of all is to extend state machine with while cycle which will execute
proper state at any given time step and extend each state to three parts.

1. What should be done before execution of state This includes initialization
of state.

2. What should be done at each time step of simulation when this state is
active

3. What should be done on exit of this state.

In while cycle, it is then possible to keep track of what state has been executed
in runtime and record it for debugging purposes. It also helps to keep track of
switches of states that are pointing to a bug. This makes state machine more
robust and little bit easier to maintain.

Another possible modification of the basic state machine concept is dividing it
into modules as much as possible. This reduces number of states in each separate
module which improves manageability of the code. There are three ways how to
do that. Separate modules can be created with different states and program can
choose appropriate module according to the given circumstances. Another way
is separating different and independent functionality in more modules which are
working at the same time. For example in FPS one module can make general
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decisions and another can handle weapon switching separately not directly influ-
encing each other. Third option is to create structure of modules. One module
can handle top level decisions like who to kill, where to move, whether to speak
with NPC and states like killing and talking can have their own modules burried
in module structure.

We can also introduce messages to a state machine system. Messages can be
scoped. This means that message only applies to limited set of states and when
message arrives in inappropriate state it is discarded. Sending messages can also
introduce timing to state machines. Delayed messages may create impression of
delayed reaction between animat noticing some event that happened in environ-
ment and reaction. This creates more human like behaviour. There is much more
to timing in AI, that this modification can help to create. Moreover messages help
to make code execution more event-driven which is good for efficiency reasons.

This modifications make state machine algorithm more robust and usable in
AI game development.

2.9 Reactive planning AI logic

”Reactive planning denotes set of programming techniques for action selection
mechanism used to handle antonomous agents.” [5]

In game AI world ability to react is valued. Animat which choses action and
ignores everything while performing it does not look intelligent. It is important
for animat to have ability to react on events unforeseen when choosing previous
action. The reactive planning is designed according to this concept. The reactive
planning also combines reactive behaviour with appearance of planning. It is not
”plan” in strict sense. It is set of rules which are executed when assigned condition
is evaluated true. Animat using reactive planing does not make any plans of its
own. But with use of reactive planning, the animat can create an illusion that it
has some plan, some intentions and desires.

In basic form it uses pair condition-action for action selection. Condition-
action couples in reactive plan are ordered by priority. Only one rule (condition-
action pair) are executed at one step of simulation in basic reactive planing. It is
used mainly in event-driven action selection as suggested by its name. Therefore
an animat using reactive planing appears to postpone or stop action performed in
favour of other action with higher priority. Actions with low priority are usually
actions which do not need immediate response or attention. Those are usually
rules which represent long term plan. Example might be collecting ammunition in
RTS games. This rule comes with condition that ammo supplies are not full. Rules
with high priority on the other hand represent actions that need an immediate
attention and are crucial in order not to fail. Example for this might be similar
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to the above: collecting of ammunition, but in case that ammo is critically low.
Another example is collection of life or armour of some sort (if life is low), which,
if not performed, results in instant fail.

Priority of the rule may be constant or function. With constant representation
of priority, flat reactive planning can search rules one by one starting from top
priority. If rule which condition holds is encountered, rest of conditions do not
have to be checked as all higher priority rules have already been searched. This
saves the time and makes an implementation easier. On the other hand, static
priority system limits capabilities of reactive planing, because rules with dynamic
priority are often needed to improve performance of AI. (collecting of resources
rises in priority as number of resources decreases) Dynamic planning comes with
need to evaluate each condition and priority before any execution.

Hierarchical reactive planing (HRP) is extension to the basic flat reaction
planning. It uses more than one level of execution. This means that if releaser
is triggered for some rule whole new plan can be executed. This creates tree like
structure of reacting plans. It also simplifies maintenance of larger plans. Too
many rules in the flat reactive planning makes it hard to create corresponding
priority system for rules and makes it easy to introduce bugs into code. There are
two special actions in the executing rules. It is explicit failure of plan and explicit
success. Each of this stops executing current level of HRP returns to the higher
level of execution.

HRP can be extended as described in [5] in section 4 in the following ways,
eliminating some negative attributes of reactive planning:

• Adding interrupt-safe flag to each rule or smaller portion of actions per-
formed in one rule. This makes behaviour simulated by reactive planning
to appear more consistent avoiding interruption of actions human would
never interrupt on that circumstances. As example if AI in RTS is building
its army it will not attack with army only half build. Therefore we may
decide that attack should have lower priority. On other hand if AI builds
army large enough to be considered well prepared for battle and decides
to attack, it should not stop unless attack is finished. If just one unit is
killed in army, army may no longer be considered prepared for battle and
higher priority of building army may result in stopping attack and returning
home for replacement. This is not desirable as attack before it has chance
to unleash its powers is stopped and forced to return to home, never dealing
much of damage. Therefore attack is good example of use of interrupt-safe
flag. When flag is set, rule may not be stopped until it decides to stop by
itself.

• Releaser is rule condition or function representing this condition. Releaser
triggers execution of rule actions. One rule is meant to execute over many
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steps of simulation. Thus releaser is consulted again and again. But execu-
tion of rule may break its own releaser. The solution presented is releaser
safe rules. Example may be again collecting of resources like ammunition
in FPS games. Collection may be triggered by low ammunition count. By
collecting only small amount it breaks its releaser and as result stops to
collect further. Again when it shoots only few rounds it may start to collect
again. Collecting ammo may be time consuming action, because animat has
to move to base where ammunition is collected spending lot of time moving.
This frequent change of rules executed may result in unwanted periodical
returns to base. Releaser safe rules, when executed, can not be interrupted
by invalid releaser (but may be interrupted by other means). It releases
itself (after collecting more significant amount of ammunition).

• Sticky rules is modification which introduces delayed execution into reactive
planning. If another rule with interrupt safe flag is executing and higher
priority rule activates during execution of that rule it is sometimes desirable
to execute this higher priority rule even though that his releasing condition
no longer holds. For example if animat detects enemy while healing himself
he should be aware of enemies presence even though enemy has hidden
himself behind obstacle. Labelling this rule as sticky does just that. After
releaser is triggered it stays active until it is executed, whether releaser
holds or not. To avoid many sticky rules to be active not letting any lower
level rule to execute every sticky rule should have some timeout after which
it deactivates.

There are many more extensions of basic hierarchical planning in [5] including
weights of rules and random selection, fail/success propagation, etc.

2.10 Other approaches to AI logic

There is large number of possibilities when choosing system for AI logic. Some of
them were implemented decades ago, some are new and have few implementations
which are capable to compete in computer games world and are used mostly for
science purposes and for task outside of gaming world. Such example may be
implementation of AI by neural networks.

There is rich concept of learning and adaptation worth implementing in future
game AI. There are several ways how to implement learning algorithms such as
mentioned neural networks and genetic algorithms. Learning of machines can be
done both in direct and indirect ways.

Indirect learning is learning which uses statistical data gathered from game
play and by analysis of selected changes of chosen aspects of game. One example
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may be selecting number of different type units in attack group by RTS game
AI. It gathers information about past attacks with different counts of units and
altering number in such a way that it maximizes probability of success. For indirect
learning programmer must select which attributes of game play would be affected
and in what way. Selecting behaviour which is to be improved by learning and
manner how it is to be improved limits learning to only some change.

Direct learning on the other hand does not demand selecting way affected
attributes are changed. Still the limit on which aspects of behaviour is changed
remains, because it is now possible to represent only limited amount of attributes
to change. In far future it might be possible for program to change itself altering
every behaviour it could have but for now this is not possible. Selecting basic
structure and with its knowledge base it is still needed and therefore only small
change is allowed. Direct learning usually uses some data structure to represent
state. All actions are considered good or bad as pair with state they were per-
formed in. If the action was successful or failure is considered by the result of
action (winning or loosing) or by feedback from human player as in game Black
& White where human player could pet or punish creature for its actions.

Decision which aspects of game are included in state for direct learning is
important. Including too few aspects may lead to AI that can learn only limited
behaviour, forbidding it to perform actions dependent on omitted aspect of game.
For example, including simulated emotions of another AIs in simulation may re-
sult in animat stealing resources from another animat, knowing that he will be
forgiven. With excluded emotions, it determines, if stealing is good only if average
forbidding increased stealing from allied animats.

There are several approaches how animat may improve itself. First is learning
by optimization. Learning algorithm improves by optimizing selected behaviour,
achieving the best possible behaviour. This approach is guaranteed to find only
locally optimal behaviour. It may easily end up performing actions which can not
be improved by any small change, but are far from optimal. It also needs some
robustness against noise. Less probable scenarios (for example winning three times
with bad strategy, because of luck) may result in using bad strategy more often.

Learning by reinforcement adapts according to feedback from human player or
environment. It searches directly for successful behaviours and incorporates them
in their decisions. By trial and error it learns relations between state of world and
action taken thus choosing best action according to particular state it finds itself
in.

Learning by imitation is sometimes desired from AI animat. Animat can learn
from example of another (usually human) player by assisting him doing same ac-
tions, or by imitating behaviour of another player. For example: choosing same
weapon when crossing same area of map. The best way to make such AI system
is to record state-action pairs and use of neural networks to reproduce such be-
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haviour. This type of learning is used for example in Codemaster’s Colin McRae
2.0. For more information see Learning and adaptation section of [6].

Hybrid solutions combining several approaches can be used. This gives pro-
grammers ability to use better attributes of each approach but also consume time
for development and usually slow down final solution.
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Chapter 3

Scripting & Lua

I had decided to use the scripting language for major part of my programming
work on this thesis, because it gives me the possibility to change and test the
program at runtime. This is very useful feature, because it saves a vast amount
of time in the process of creating software, which otherwise would be spend on
compilation, starting up the software to point of the testing and shutting down
the software. It is also simpler then programming in most compiled programming
languages like C++, that is used in rest of the game code. Moreover, the scripting
language gives an opportunity to better divide the code to separate files and to
manage it.

The scripting languages are interpreted programming languages, which sim-
plify some tasks for a particular program. There are many custom scripting lan-
guages, which were build for handling certain tasks in the larger projects. Advan-
tage of the scripting is in its simplicity, as custom scripting languages are build
for a particular reason and this reason only. It hides many complicated aspects of
the given task. Building scripting language is not a simple task. However, gain of
such scripting language precisely tailored for a given task can easily outgrow any
trouble building it.

The scripting language usually consist of two parts. The language itself, as
the set of rules for syntax analysis and semantics of the language, and the engine
which is divided into the compiler and the interpreter. Language defines more or
less unique syntax which programmers have to follow in order to create a valid
script. Usually, the compiler is able to produce program, that can be executed
directly on the hardware, but this feature is not necessary nor desirable for most
cases, as the scripting language is used inside a larger program. The compiler is
able to translate the code in a byte-stream, which is all that interpreter needs
to interpret the script. Moreover, the interpreter is usually able to interpret even
the script, that has not yet been compiled. Interpreting compiled byte stream
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however, is somewhat faster.

3.1 Scripting in computer games

3.2 About Lua

For my work, I’m using the scripting language Lua. Lua is an embedded scripting
language with wide variety of uses. It may be used as a standalone scripting lan-
guage (as Lua has its executable interpreter, which interprets its standard input)
but rather it is used as embedded language to some non interpreted language, for
example C, C++, etc.. Lua is known for it’s portability, embeddability, simplicity
and at the same time for its good performace and speed. To claim to be ”as fast
as Lua” is an aspiration of other scripting languages.[3]

Lua was used in a various programs and for various purposes. Most notably, the
computer games as [ Lua is currently the leading scripting language in games.][3]
Namely World of Warcraft, FarCry, S.T.A.L.K.E.R.: Shadow of Chernobyl, etc.
[4]. But the games are not even close to be only use of Lua. It is also being used in
applications like Adobe Photoshop Lightroom, MySQL Proxy [4], Apache HTTP
Server can use Lua via module and VLC media player uses Lua to provide a
scripting support [12].

Lua also includes the compiler and the interpreter. Lua interpreter is able
to execute the code, that has not been compiled. This feature may be used to
change portion of code inside a script without recompilation or even restart of the
application immediately seeing the result of any change made in the script. Such
characteristic can be used for quick debugging and optimizing of AI programs.

Lua stores the variables and other Lua environment structures inside lua State
type variable. It is necessary, as Lua may be used more than once in the same
program running the same script with different conditions. For example, for each
AI opponent, there is one instance of a running script in my implementation. It
is desired that those executions of Lua scripts do not interfere with each other.

3.3 Embedding Lua

I picked Lua for my implementation because of it’s reputation, simplicity ( which
usually points to reliability ), speed and good performance to suit needs of an
application. Embedding Lua into BJS is rather easy, but takes some time to dig
through parts of manual pages to understand how Lua cooperates with the other
programming languages (like C++ used in BJS).
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For embedding Lua, it is needed only to properly install Lua on the computer
and include appropriate header files and Lua libraries into project. It is as simple
as that. Any other work needed to use Lua to full extend of its features is done
inside the game and script source code. Lua gives the opportunity to communicate
with the program both ways. It can call a function of compiled program and
program calls Lua functions and executes Lua commands. Program calling Lua
is rather easy to understand as Lua interface consists of well documented C style
functions able to handle the Lua functionality. Communication from inside the
script to program is more complicated. All functions called from the script have
to be presented to Lua C interface by calling Lua function with desired function
pointer and function name as a parameter. All such functions must have the same
format:

int funct ion name ( l u a S t a t e ∗ ) ;

The integer return value refers to how many values (as more than one value can
be returned) are returned. Returned values must by placed on the Lua stack before
returning from this function. While embedding Lua into BJS, the considerable
number of such functions had to be created. Most of them were wrapper functions
for get methods of Tank and other entities properties from inside BJS C++ code.
Most of the functions working with Lua used lua State pointer type variable which
pointed to a particular state of Lua.
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Chapter 4

Implementation of the artificial
intelligence logic

4.1 Battle Just Started game environment

I have implemented AI opponents for the computer game Battle Just Started
(BJS). It started as a Software project of students of Faculty of Mathematics and
Physics at Charles University in Prague and now it is still in development as an
open-source project with thousands of downloads. ”It is a funny arcade 3D multi
player tank battle” [1] game. It comes with several types of tanks and several
maps to play on. The emphasis is put on the game simplicity and you can be in
the middle of the battle just a few clicks after running the game. However, it has
been missing more intelligent AI player for single player and possibly multiplayer
play. Contributing to BJS open-source project attracted me and it was a perfect
opportunity to add something valuable to a bigger project and create piece of
game code that may actually be used by human players.

4.2 Pathfinding in BJS

Pathfinding for both of my solutions uses common interface for pathfinding repre-
sented by the class AI2 which inherits from the original AI class. All inheritances
and structures are depicted are the Figure 4.1. Pathfinding uses my own imple-
mentation of A* algorithm.

The A* algorithm uses an underlying square grid structure. The path is
smoothed by using the eight directional node connections, avoiding the right an-
gle turns when moving along such path. For the heuristic of the cost to the goal
I use the Euclidean distance between the nodes. This is a good heuristic, since
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the pathfinding in animat is meant to find the shortest path in sense of physical
distance in a virtual world. It does not make much difference to look for faster
path in respect to the time, as it more or less correlates with distance. The best
correlation is achieved on the flat terrains (which animat is capable to move over).
This approach also connects with the capabilities of tank as the body of the ani-
mat. The tank usually falls of the cliff, if it tries to climb it, therefore pathfinding
nodes which are on the steep slopes are marked as not passable, excluding them
from use in the pathfinding.

From the class AI2 containing the pathfinding I derive the class AI3, that
implements the interface to Lua. It basically runs the Lua AI script and moves
according to the path, which it has stored in its structures (where it was generated
by pathfinding algorithm executed from Lua). AI3 class has a member variable
type which selects the script to be executed. Therefore, it is common for both
implementations of state machine based AI and reactive planning based AI.

4.3 Random AI implementation

When I started adding my own code to BJS it already had an implementation of
AI. This basic version of AI interacted with the rest of the application through
commands similar to human player, meaning that it could virtually press the
movement keys and the key for firing. Also it could ”say” in which direction it is
aiming and it has method to cycle weapons. Rest of the virtual world interacted
with this basic AI by altering its inner state and violating the principles of em-
bodiment. The body of the original AI was implemented in class Tank. Every new
instance of the class tank was associated with an AI each time the tank was de-
stroyed. Modifying original solution towards embodied systems approach did not
pay off, because Tank class is firmly build into the rest of application. Separating
Tank class from the rest of the program would create large interfaces, making it
too costly solution in terms of development time, compared to gained value.

While input into the AI class through the Tank class has proven to be more
complex, output from original AI class was much more simple. Original AI moved
by somewhat randomly ”pressing” the keys so it turned left or right and hold-
ing the forward key most of the time. It turned at the edge of the map avoiding
falling of the cliff. This basic AI fired on the closest enemy and switched weapons
randomly. It introduces some random change in the direction it was aiming. This
reduces accuracy of the shooting (perfect aiming would make the AI less enter-
taining to play against). This attribute was copied or inherited by both AI2 and
AI3 and it was used for both script versions (it is implemented in the interface
with Lua).

Even though it was so simple it proved to be rather challenging in the close
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combat. It appeared to turn around other players from time to time shooting at
them or moving around and shooting from behind. But this was random behaviour
and in could not be considered planned strategy of opponent player. This also
led to less desirable behaviour like hitting obstacles from time to time. After
this occurred it stayed at the same place trying to get through. That makes it
simple target for an enemy fire. It also never picked up any new health, ammo
or other bonuses, except occasional random encounters. Therefore it survived for
only limited time, often moving across the map without firing, having no ammo
at all.

Figure 4.1: Structure of inherited classes and of scripting files.

For that reason, simple strategies of collecting an ammo and firing from the
distance killed such AI player easily with little effort. My work is a significant
improvement for this AI to appear more realistic, more human-like, and, of course,
it would be more entertaining to play against.
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4.4 State machine AI implementation

My implementation of the state machine was fully written in Lua scripting lan-
guage. I have started with the simple if-then-else structure and only two states:
kill state and run state. This was due to the fact that it was necessary to cre-
ate a Lua function for each state. The kill state was important and interesting
thing to start with and the run state just countered the kill state to test, whether
the concept of state machine is working properly. After adding the states for life
bonus search, ammo bonus search and armour bonus search problem of select-
ing a proper conditions appeared. Through such small number of states, it is
still manageable to take some time to debug problems with fast state switching
(which often made AI to stay in place doing nothing) and another bugs based on
misjudgement of condition selection. Many of those problems appeared only after
some optimizations as an inconsiderate change of condition happened. Even five
states took some maintenance time in development process.

Figure 4.2: Screenshot of the game

Another problem appeared with condition bugs, which needed to be dealt with.
There was a problem with frequent use of pathfinding algorithm. Pathfinding in
games is usually the most time and memory consuming operation. When an AI
looked for the path too often it undesirably slowed the application. This happened
especially when a script error caused periodical search for a new path.

In some cases periodical search for a path is needed. This was needed in kill
state if the target enemy was running away, it had to be followed and killed before
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he collects life bonus and shoots back. The solution selected for this problem was
wrapping around the move function condition that it should execute only if some
constant number of simulation steps took place after a previous execution of the
move function. A constant number of steps is sufficient, since this was meant to
preserve the computational resources, rather than to simulate reaction time of
human. Time taken by this number of steps (200 was chosen) takes around one
second taking off CPU load. Changing of the direction is not very fast action even
for the fastest tanks so this time is not noticeable if you do not know what to look
for.

As addition to the basic state machine indications, my AI implementation
stores the target to shoot at and the target to follow. Those were introduced to
the algorithm for two reasons. They saved some code and calculation time, be-
cause only simple test, if the target is still valid had to take place before taking
appropriate action (moving towards or shooting in that direction). Those indi-
cations made it possible to keep track of target for longer period of time even
after state change. Before they were introduced, every time script executed it was
needed to get new target for shooting. This makes it impossible to chase one tank
down and score by killing it. Rather it damaged all nearby tanks not killing any
of them. This is nothing like human behaviour and not intelligent at all.

The remainning states include: The run state, that is meant to be for escaping
when low on health. For this implementation it unfortunately remained appearing
more like panic attack state. Panic attack is nevertheless the realistic behaviour
and as such it was not removed from AI. Problematic of running away from
danger was overlooked and is one of the most pressing priorities for change in the
future. The states in which ammo, armour and life are gathered have priority order
making search for life the most important and search for ammo the second on the
priority list. The killing state precedes armour collection but is less important
then ammo or life search, because it can not be performed well with low ammo
or life.

Some other behaviour patterns and according states have been taken to con-
sideration but were abandoned. Game is pretty simple and more intelligent ap-
pearance can be better achieved by means of improving the given states, rather
than creating new ones, which would only take a game play time and giving
out less impression, thus lowering the performance of the AI as looked upon by
computer game player.

Testing of this AI against original AI resulted in winning of this AI implemen-
tation every time. In one test against four original AI players it has beaten all
four of them in sum of their score. Common result was, that this AI implemen-
tation scored around twice as many score points as the second best original AI.
Tests took place on Mini arena map included in the game. There were two kinds
of starting configurations tested. One state machine AI against four original AI’s
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and two state machine AI’s against eight original.
Little testing done by humans have been done, since I could not find player

who would spent much time playing and reporting back statistically relevant data.

4.5 Reactive planning implementation

Implementation of reactive planning took surprisingly small amount of time. I
learned from previous implementation and have drawn graph of reactive plan
structure. I set it up an gave some thought to it realizing some possible problems
(mostly related to priority system chosen). Two level hierarchical plan was chosen.
Also, the whole Lua interface was already finished when I started implementing
Reactive planning algorithm. Most of the state machine Lua callbacks were reused
in the reactive planning without the need to reinvent the wheel.

Figure 4.3: Screenshot of the game

In first level, score plan, there are those rules:

1. collecting life as highest priority rule (if it is close enough or badly needed)

2. collecting armour as second highest priority rule above killing as AI should
prepare itself before attempting to score (if armour is close enough)

3. kill somebody plan

Second level, kill somebody plan, consists of:
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1. selecting target to shoot at

2. collecting ammo (if it is close enough)

3. collecting ammo if AI is out of ammo (searching for it even though it is
nowhere near)

4. approaching enemy (AI player is too far away from enemy to shoot effec-
tively)

5. shooting (with no condition)

Priorities chosen for reactive plans are counted dynamically. Best example is
armour collecting rule which has priority assigned according amount of armour
currently on tank making it almost ignoring armour if it has full load of it. Life
collecting rule has been implemented as the releaser safe rule because life should
be collected to considerable level before returning to battle. Such implementation
proved to be error free and after a small amount of optimisation it produced better
results than the state machine implementation.

This implementation was tested in similar conditions as the first one. It also
competed against the first implementation in three vs. three battle .(Each tank
considered all others as enemies. The apparent division in two teams is just re-
sult of my point of view, as I expected tests to settle dispute about which AI
implementation is better.) Common result of this test was, that all three AI’s
with reactive planning implementation scored better, than three state machine
implementations. This made it clear, which implementation performs better in
AI against AI tests. I look forward to see how those AI implementations would
perform against human players.
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Chapter 5

Summary

In this work we improve original, existing AI with pathfinding algorithm giving it
ability to move across a virtual world to chosen position, avoiding obstacles and
travelling by shortest path. Scripting was embedded into the original project and
successfully used in the implementation. Two different concepts of programming
of the artificial intelligence were chosen from all considered concepts and were
implemented with common interface for pathfinding. Testing and optimization of
pathfinding and both implementations of decision making algorithms was done.

Both implementations proved to be able to compete and win against the origi-
nal AI. Both implementations proved to behave more realistic than the original AI.
This is maybe even more important, since more realism and entertainment are
desired as much as the challenge in the computer games. This work compared
many aspects of two implementations giving some sense of which implementation
is better suited for purpose such as this.

One of the biggest contributions of this work, is the improvement of the game
play experience of the game played by multiple computer game players. This work
also gave me opportunity to venture into game developers world. I learned much
about simulations of artificial environments as well as of artificial creatures and
modern approaches to this matter. I have contributed to a greater project, that
was previously unknown to me. This gave me some sense on matter of cooperation
and teamwork which I could not experience myself. Therefore I consider this work
to have contributed to my personal development in many ways.

I have learned that all work is never done in AI programming and that there is
always some sort of improvement possible. I plan to spent more time to optimize
my solution and perhaps introduce complex behaviour patterns making BJS AI
even better, more surprising and thus more entertaining. Features like shooting
bonus boxes away from another player, hiding behind obstacles and many other
can by implemented later, as BJS AI improves further.
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It would be worth considering to add to realism of BJS AI by implementing
tank dependent behaviour so AI player can put tank attributes to better use,
getting more armour and playing more defensive way with heavy armoured tank
and using hit & run playing technique with quick tanks. Danger detection and
danger avoidance may be introduced into BJS AI, as there is much improvement
that can be done.
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Appendix A

Adding new AI
implementations to BJS

There are three most appropriate ways how to include new AI implementation
into BJS:

1. By deriving class from the original AI class thus making completely new
implementation of AI.

This needs editing of AIManager class method:

void AIManager : : addAI ( int type )

Editing switch statement, adding new AI class with associated number
makes it possible for new implementation to be chosen in the game.

2. By deriving from class AI2, thus inheriting pathfinding interface included
in this class

It also needs only a change to AIManaget class already mentioned earlier
in this appendix

3. By extension from class AI3, which has Lua interface build in. These steps
are needed:

(a) Adding your Lua initializing script to switch statement in constructor:

AI3 ( int playerID , AIManager∗ manager , int newtype )

(b) Adding your Lua script to execute on each step of simulation to switch
statement inside method:

void AI3 : : updateTank (Tank ∗ tank )
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(c) Earlier mentioned modification of AIManager class is also needed

Your initialization Lua script must include function setaipointer() which
will take one parameter. This function of Lua is called in constructor with
one parameter (of recommended type userdata), storing pointer to AI class,
your script belongs to. You will find that useful while scripting your own
AI.

Good Luck!
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